
Anonymised examiner reports 

‘Part A’ viva reports  

Example 1 

This thesis is clearly at PhD level. It addresses an important set of issues connected with interna-
;onal curriculum development in English language educa;on, which is very topical, not only in … 
but throughout the world, where the advance of English as an interna;onal language has the 
poten;al for cultural imperialism, and against a backdrop of ques;onable effec;veness in devel-
opment programmes. 

The posi;ve features of the research project are that it collects data in an innova;ve way, focus-
ing on key interest groups to build a gradual picture, thus illustra;ng the complex nature of cur-
riculum change. The data is collected thoroughly and well catalogued in the appendices. There is 
a definite professionalism running through the whole work.  

There is also a fresh angle on the rela;onship between ideology and culture within the interplay 
of aid agencies, publishers and teachers, and the educa;onal cultures they bring with them. 

There are however flaws. The presenta;on of the case study approach seems superficial because 
there is insufficient explana;on for how the various strategies of data collec;on work together to 
make the macro scope of the study viable. Although a thema;c analysis is claimed – as would be 
normal for an overall qualita;ve study of this nature – the data is presented in largely summary 
form, as it was collected, with a thema;c retrospec;ve in the penul;mate chapter. This starves 
the thesis of thick descrip;on, depriving it of the rich interplay of data provided by the case 
study format. Furthermore, considering the candidate’s stated sensi;vity to ideology, there is 
liMle evidence that he is aware of his own ideology in the oNen prescrip;ve way in which data is 
collected.   

The presenta;on of the thesis suffers from an understatement concerning the central ideas be-
ing developed. It is difficult for the reader to see what the overall thesis actually is.  

Pending the viva, the following changes would seem necessary: 

1. A clear statement of the thesis needs to be made in the abstract, elaborated in the in-
troduc;on and confirmed in the conclusion. 

2. Statements about thesis development need to be made throughout - seSng the scene 
in the introduc;on, and in staged conclusions at the end of each chapter. 

3. Greater aMempt needs to be made to link the thesis with issues in curriculum develop-
ment beyond …. 

4. It would be useful to see a summary characterisa;on of the different angles represen-
ted by the different par;es featured in the data – perhaps a diagramma;c map, which 
would provide texture for the discussion throughout. This could be linked with the de-
marca;on of educa;onal ideologies and rela;onship between applied linguis;cs and 
ELT. 

5. There needs to be a clearer ra;onale for the case study approach, including a jus;fica-
;on for what makes this a workable case study.  

6. There needs to be a clearer jus;fica;on, towards the beginning of the thesis, for not 
subjec;ng the whole of the data analysis to thema;c categorisa;on – as would be more 
in keeping with a thesis rather than a report. 
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Example 2 

This is generally an extremely well wriMen thesis with an excellent clear, analy;cal style through-
out. However, at another level, in the second half there is oNen a lack of meta-statement to pre-
vent us from geSng lost in detail. There are also issues about how the themes within which the 
data is presented are truly emergent rather than driven by preoccupa;ons arising from the liter-
ature. 

The abstract is very clear in all respects; and in the introduc;on, the case of a par;cular teacher 
being dismissed by her university is a good way to introduce the issues of the thesis. There is an 
excellent summary of the whole thesis which says more than the average about each chapter. 
The first two literature review chapters, on language teacher iden;ty, professionalism and cul-
ture and iden;ty as posi;on, are very well wriMen, providing an excellent tour of relevant re-
search which maintains a personal voice throughout. The second chapter focuses on the work of 
three or four theorists and Stewart carefully constructs her own argument between them, 
demonstra;ng a good mastery of their ideas while rela;ng them to her thesis. 

In chapter 3, the concept of researching posi;on is taken from the previous chapter and located 
within professional and linguis;c iden;ty, and the decision to go with narra;ve data of the indi-
vidual. There is a very competent demonstra;on of research strategy which makes good use of a 
reference forward to how one of the par;cipants, Jane, is dealt with. 

Chapter 4 provides a descrip;ve account of the context. However, aNer providing a good ra-
;onale for the need for this, much of the descrip;on of the educa;on system does seem gratuit-
ous. It is not clear how the cri;cism of the Japanese educa;on system for being discriminatory 
against foreign teachers and conserva;ve is grounded in evidence. Neither is there an explana-
;on of how portraits of the teachers are grounded. It is difficult to see the relevance of much of 
the content of this chapter because we do not yet know what the ‘data’ will show. This chapter 
therefore seems the least useful – lots of informa;on without explicit points being made. The 
conclusion says that it is important to provide the context, but does not summarise what the 
context has shown us. 

The three data chapters each present a major theme within which to place the data; but it is not 
clear from where these themes emerge. The data is organized according to individual characters; 
and in each case fairly long extracts of data are very skilfully discussed with a sufficiently ;ght 
analy;cal style. However, apart from these extracts, the discussion is not explicitly anchored to 
reference to specific data. There are some;mes long summaries of the implica;ons of other in-
terviews which are also not specifically cited. Although interes;ng, and succeeding in geSng to 
the complexity of each character’s narra;ve, it is hard to see precisely what the researcher is 
geSng at. It is easy to forget the research focus and drown in detail. The last part of each 
chapter is beMer in that it draws together issues from the characters, providing very interes;ng 
discussion, but s;ll leaving the major points obscure. These chapters lack interim conclusions to 
show exactly where we are geSng to. There are good final conclusions; but I am s;ll wondering 
‘so what’. In some cases these chapters are also cluMered with literature review rather than get-
;ng immediately into the data. This makes one wonder how far the preoccupa;ons of the dis-
cussion of the data emerges from the data itself. 

…’s stated inten;on to put to one side her own beliefs is a great strength of the thesis in the 
business of close analysis of data; but there then needs to be more of a standing back and clear 
telling of precisely what the core messages are. The conclusion that teachers’ posi;ons are af-
fected by lots of things does not really tell us anything new. 

In the concluding chapter, the opening statement is very clear, contras;ng the case of dismissal 
at the beginning of the thesis, which seemed to be about cultural iden;ty, with the way in which 
the data shows iden;ty to be more complex than this. However, the rest of the chapter plunges 
once again into general discussion of the details of complexity, summarizing what the teachers 
said and felt, without firm statements – in a sense more of the same sort of analysis as we had in 
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the previous chapters. The bullet points right at the end on what this study provides us with is 
very good statement of what the thesis has told us; but explicit pointers as to how these points 
were emerging throughout the thesis would have been useful. 

In the viva we will need to hear … telling us in very precise terms exactly what she has found, and 
answering some difficult ques;ons about emergence. 

Example 3 

The major contribu;on of the thesis is a very detailed analysis of how discourse works in a par-
;cular event, thus contribu;ng important extra insight into what we already know about current 
social dynamics. This contribu;on is strengthened by an excellent, very detailed discussion of 
theore;cal underpinnings both of the nature of the social events being inves;gated and the re-
search approach.  

This is a largely very well wriMen thesis. It generally has a very clear style which, which does nev-
ertheless occasionally slip into less clarity, where points are not always clear. The introduc;on is 
very well wriMen and succeeds in presen;ng a narra;ve of how the research developed in dia-
logue with professional experience. This displays a keen sense of professional history. A summary 
of the development of research ques;ons would have been useful to aid the memory, perhaps 
with more explana;on. The literature review comprises a fascina;ng account of how the aMack 
on posi;vism went hand-in-hand with the demise of audiolingualism and the advent of commu-
nica;ve language teaching. This is followed by a less direc;onal account of linguis;c imperialism 
and language in development. Chapter 3 concerns the theore;cal approach of the research, 
which begins with an interes;ng cri;que of ‘instrumental reason’ and then discusses CDA as a 
methodology. This is extremely dense; and the very short conclusion is not sufficient to draw the 
discussion together. Chapter 4 deals with the social and historical context of the research – of 
managerialism, modernity and change, and their connec;on with ELT. Although occasional con-
nec;ons are made with ‘the data’, the wri;ng remains quite abstract and the precise points be-
ing made, with rela;on to the study, are not always clear. (The ‘insider’ reader can see the con-
nec;ons, but others might not.) Chapter 5 is a very clear explana;on and discussion of how dis-
courses can travel. Chapter 7, in conclusion, presents a very clear analysis of what has been 
learnt in each aspect of the research and indeed reconciles several of the issues raised earlier. 

Apart from the occasional lapses into lack of clarity, my major concerns are with the way in 
which the data collec;on procedures are presented and integrated with the thesis as a whole. 
Most of the discussion of the data and its analysis is confined to chapter 6. This begins with a 
descrip;on of the data, which is not par;cularly clear and is some;mes repe;;ve. The discus-
sion of the data, which one would expect to be in a separate chapter, is very clearly expressed, 
with an excellent analysis; but this comprises a very small, 20%, of the thesis. The ques;on 
therefore arises as to whether this is (a) a theore;cal thesis, drawing on a piece of empirical data 
as example, or (b) a piece of empirical research for which the theore;cal discussion is back-
ground. If the laMer is the case, there may be a problem with balance. 

Final reports 

Correc0ons, minor or major? 

1. Key statements from later in the thesis, especially at the beginning of the methodology chapter, and in 
the conclusion chapter, need to be used to frame the thesis from the beginning. There needs to be a 
stronger storyline throughout the thesis that gradually an;cipates the excellent conclusion in the final 
chapter.  

2. There should be a sec;on in the introduc;on which states clearly why … is relevant to the case study, 
as a lens through which to understand the outcomes of the ethnography, which will beMer set the 
scene for the literature chapters and the whole thesis.  
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3. The literature chapters need framing throughout to indicate how they relate to the thesis. The first 
one should be a conceptual framework not of … but of how the research in this thesis is carried out, 
with a strong an;cipa;on of the outcomes of the research. The second literature chapter should be 
less of an exposé of … and more of a discussion of how … contributes to the research project. There 
should be a clear indica;on of how … is then made use of in the specific parts of the rest of the thesis, 
which explains why it is some;mes more and some;mes less explicitly present. 

4. The methodology chapter needs a summary of all the data collected and par;cipants in one place, to 
provide a quick reference map. This should provide further detail to the exis;ng diagram.  

5. The rela;onship between emerging themes, research ques;ons and the data chapters needs to be re-
set to show more clearly how the ethnographic process took place. This should be expressed through 
the following steps:  

a. Delete reference to a pilot study, and instead, in the methodology chapter, describe how an 
ini;al engagement with the field produced emergent themes.  

b. In the methodology chapter and at the beginning of the data chapters, explain how these 
emergent themes were the basis for organising the data chapters (and not, as is currently 
stated, research ques;ons).  

c. In the introduc;on, re-define the ‘sub-ques;ons’ as themes that emerged from the ini;al 
engagement with the field.   

6. Make it clear in the methodology chapter how the data chapters relate to ethnography. 

7. Re-organise the data chapters so that reference to literature always follows data. Where the literature 
is forma;ve in seSng up concepts it should be moved to the literature review. The remaining refer-
ence to literature should therefore reflect on the data.  

8. The rela;onship between …, … and …, and the design of figure …, needs to be explained more fully. 
This explana;on should be either moved to where … is dealt with in the literature review, or the cross-
reference to that chapter should be made explicit. Similarly, the discussion of … should be either 
moved to the literature review, where there is already discussion connected with this issue, or the 
cross-referencing should be made explicit. 

9. The thesis should be checked throughout to make sure that the above changes are not contradicted. 

Resubmission 

During the viva the issues of analysis and presenta;on of the data and concerns about the substan;ve findings 
and how far these contributed to new knowledge were discussed. It was felt that while the thesis was clearly at 
doctoral level, with elements of excellent wri;ng and profound engagement with relevant issues of methodo-
logy, and while the data and literature cited was sufficient, it would required considerable re-wri;ng. In the 
process of this rewri;ng it was felt that more focused realiza;ons with regard to the substan;ve findings would 
be achieved. The candidate was therefore required to resubmit the thesis along the following lines: 

1. Two or three new data chapters should be created. These should incorporate the data in chapter 4 
and the elements in chapters 5 and 6 which refer specifically to it.  

2. This reorganiza;on will enable the reader to see precisely how the discussion of the data relates to 
the extracts of data to which it refers. To facilitate this rela;onship it may be necessary to say more 
about how the points raise relate to specific detail within the extracts, demonstra;ng appropriate 
analy;cal precision and cau;on. 

3. The exis;ng ordering and formaSng of the data in chapter 4 may possibly preserved, but this will de-
pend on how well it works in the service of the discussion. The researcher’s struggle to maintain the 
integrity of the data in longer chunks is appreciated and should be maintained wherever possible. 

4. However, thema;c headings which emerge from the data should be the best device to organize the 
discussion of data in these chapters. 
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5. In chapter 2, there should be an extra sec;on which explains precisely the mode of analysis used; and 
this should explain how the thema;c headings emerged and that ra;onale for how they are used to 
organize the data chapters. 

6. The remaining material in chapter 5 should be used to form a literature chapter which provides back-
ground to prevailing issues within English language educa;on which are the orienta;on through which 
to look at the data. The loca;on of this chapter is best before the data chapters; but an alterna;ve 
placing may prove more appropriate as the overall edi;ng progresses. 

7. The remaining chapters need to be edited to be brought into line with the above changes. It needs to 
made clear throughout what the substan;ve focus of the research is – presumably the manner in 
which Rachael ar;culates a professional ra;onale in dialogue with her life story, thus showing a great-
er complexity than normally seen with regard to teacher thinking. The final chapters need especially 
to reflect this outcome. 
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